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Logical Equivalence in Predicate Logic

Next, we will focus on logical equivalence of formulas in predicate logic,
negations, and translating to and from English.

The Demorgan Laws I
presented for one-place predicates apply in this more general setting. Before
we do that, I’m going to introduce another definition.

Definition

Let α and β be formulas in predicate logic. Then α and β are logically
equivalent, denoted by α ≡ β, exactly when regardless of the interpretation
of the predicates which appear in α or β and regardless of the domains of the
variables appearing in α or β, α and β have the same truth value.

This definition is quite a mouthful, so let’s look at a couple examples.
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Logical Equivalence in Predicate Logic

Example

Show that the formulas ∃xP(x) and ∀xP(x) are not logically equivalent.

Solution To show that two formulas are NOT logically equivalent, you want to
find an interpretation (definition) of P(x) as well as a domain for x which
makes one formula true and the other false. Let P(x) be “x is over 6 feet tall”
and let the domain for x be the collection of all people. Then ∃xP(x)
translates to “There exists a person x such that x is over 6 feet tall.” This is
true, of course. But ∀xP(x) becomes “For every person x , x is over 6 feet
tall.” which is false. This shows that the two formulas above are not logically
equivalent. NOTE: I didn’t use a truth table; truth tables simply aren’t
applicable now. □
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want to find interpretations (definitions) of P(x) and Q(x) as well as a
domain for x which makes one formula true and the other false. Let P(x) be
“x is even” and Q(x) be “x is odd” and let the domain for x be the collection
of all integers. Then how do we translate ∀x(P(x) ∨ Q(x))? It is “For all
integers x , x is even or x is odd”. Note that this statement is true. But
(∀xP(x) ∨ ∀xQ(x)) translates to “For every integer x , x is even or for every
integer x , x is odd.” But it’s NOT true every integer is even and it’s NOT
true that every integer is odd, so the second statement is false. This shows
that the two formulas are not logically equivalent. □
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Logical Equivalence in Predicate Logic

Let’s now revisit the Demorgan Laws but in general predicate logic.

Below, α
and β denote arbitrary formulas with arbitrary predicates (not just one-place).

Theorem (Demorgan Laws)

Let α and β be formulas and let x be a variable. Then

1 (¬∀xα) ≡ ∃x(¬α), and
2 (¬∃xα) ≡ ∀x(¬α).

You’ve had to negate formulas so that negation symbols immediately preceded
predicates. Doing this with n-place predicates instead of one-place predicates
is not any more difficult: you do exactly the same thing you did before. Let’s
combine this skill with translation.
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More Translations

Example

Let L(x , y , t) be “x loves y at time t”.

Formulate “Everyone loves somebody
sometime(s)” (as a formula), negate so that all negations immediately precede
predicates, and then translate the negation to English in a natural way. Let
the domain for x and y be the collection of all people and the domain for t be
the collection of all times.

Solution Again, let’s look for quantifiers first. The statement begins with
everyone. So we know we will begin with a universally quantified variable, say
x . Next, the assertion is that x loves someone (not everyone), so this indicates
an existentially quantified y . Finally, sometime indicates the existence of a
time (not all the time), so we will have an existentially quantified variable
t.The formula is thus ∀x∃y∃tL(x , y , t). Performing DeMorgan’s Law three
times yields (¬∀x∃y∃tL(x , y , t)) ≡ ∃x∀y∀t(¬L(x , y , t)). Translating the last
formula into English, “There exists a person x such that for every person y
and for every time t, x does not love y at time t” or, more naturally, “There
is a person who never loves anyone.” □
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More Translations

Let’s look at two more examples.

Example

Let C (x , y) be “x and y have chatted online” and I (x) be “x has an internet
connection”. Translate “Everyone with an internet connection has chatted
with Bob” into a formula, negate as above, and then translate the negation to
English. Let the domain for x and y be the set of all people.

Solution The first part is “For every person x , IF x has an internet connection,
THEN x has chatted with Bob”, which becomes ∀x(I (x) → C (x ,Bob)). The
negation is ∃x(¬(I (x) → C (x ,Bob))) ≡ ∃x(I (x) ∧ (¬C (x ,Bob))). In
English, this becomes “There exists a person x such that x has an internet
connection and x has not chatted with Bob over the internet” or more simply,
“There is a person with an internet connection that hasn’t chatted with Bob
over the internet”. □
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More Translations

Example

Let C (x) be “x has a cat”, D(x) be “x has a dog”, and H(x) be “x has a
hamster” (I’ve used these predicates before).

Translate: “For each one of cat,
dog, and hamster, there is a person that has this animal as a pet” into a
formula, negate, and translate back to English, where the domain for x is the
set of all people.

Solution This one is a bit tricky. Note that the animals do NOT appear in the
domain of x and so you are NOT quantifying over animals!!! You MUST
quantify over people ONLY since the variable’s domain is the set of all people.
So what is being asserted is that there is someone with a cat, someone with a
dog, and someone with a hamster. This translates to
(∃xC (x) ∧ (∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x))). The negation is hence
((¬∃xC (x)) ∨ (¬(∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x)))) ≡
(∀x(¬C (x))∨ (∀x(¬D(x))∨ ∀x(¬H(x)))). This becomes “For every person x ,
x doesn’t have a cat, or for every person x , x doesn’t have a dog, or for every
person x , x doesn’t have a hamster.” More naturally, ... □
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quantify over people ONLY since the variable’s domain is the set of all people.
So what is being asserted is that there is someone with a cat, someone with a
dog, and someone with a hamster. This translates to
(∃xC (x) ∧ (∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x))). The negation is hence
((¬∃xC (x)) ∨ (¬(∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x)))) ≡
(∀x(¬C (x))∨ (∀x(¬D(x))∨ ∀x(¬H(x)))). This becomes “For every person x ,
x doesn’t have a cat, or for every person x , x doesn’t have a dog, or for every
person x , x doesn’t have a hamster.”

More naturally, ... □



More Translations

Example

Let C (x) be “x has a cat”, D(x) be “x has a dog”, and H(x) be “x has a
hamster” (I’ve used these predicates before). Translate: “For each one of cat,
dog, and hamster, there is a person that has this animal as a pet” into a
formula, negate, and translate back to English, where the domain for x is the
set of all people.

Solution This one is a bit tricky. Note that the animals do NOT appear in the
domain of x and so you are NOT quantifying over animals!!! You MUST
quantify over people ONLY since the variable’s domain is the set of all people.
So what is being asserted is that there is someone with a cat, someone with a
dog, and someone with a hamster. This translates to
(∃xC (x) ∧ (∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x))). The negation is hence
((¬∃xC (x)) ∨ (¬(∃xD(x) ∧ ∃xH(x)))) ≡
(∀x(¬C (x))∨ (∀x(¬D(x))∨ ∀x(¬H(x)))). This becomes “For every person x ,
x doesn’t have a cat, or for every person x , x doesn’t have a dog, or for every
person x , x doesn’t have a hamster.” More naturally, ... □


